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10 DOWNING STREET 
LONDON SWtA 2AA 

· From the Private Secrerary 9 July 1997 

I attach as promised a copy of the Jetter to Sinn 
Fein, as it was despatched this afternoon. 

JOHNHOL 

Mr Paddy Teahon 
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NORTHERN IRELAND OFFICE 
11 Millb:aak, London, SWlP 4QE
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Martin McGuinneS$ MP 
Sinn Fein 
51-55 Faffs Road 
BELFAST BT12 4PD 

9 July 1997 

You wrote to me on 2 July raising a number of specific questions on the Aide Memoire 
sent to you on 13 June and on the British and Irish Governments· proposals on
dacommissionJn9 published on 25 June. 

The Government's purpose in both papers was to set out Its approach in clcer terms on 
the key issues. It want$ no genuine doubt or uncenalnty to remain as a block to an 
unequivocal IRA ceasefire and inclusive negotiations. But it will not negotiate a 
ceasefire. 

The Govemment is also serious about the timetable it has set out. It is determined to 
see substantive pofftical negotiations under way In September. It wants Sinn Fein to be 
part of those negotiations, but that can only follow a genuine and unequivocal IAA 
oeasefire which is seen to be matched by word and deed. So. while the Government 
wRI do an it can to ensure its approach is clearly and fully understood so as to achieve 
this objective, it will not be drawn into open-ended exchanges with any party intended
to delay the timetable. 

With that in mind, I shall concentrate on what we understand to be Sinn Fein' s key 
concerns. 

The Prime Minister has repeatedly made clear his determination to ave a negotiated 
settlement agreed and Implemented. A• he said in his statement to the House of 
Commons: 

"I want to move as rapidly a& possible to an agreed political settlement. The

situation in Northam Ireland means that delay is not acceptable.,. 

As he al5o said in his speech in Belfast on 1 6 May:

"This Government is fuUy committed to the approach set out In the Downing Street 
Declaration. I believe the Joint Framework Document sets out a reasonable basis 
for future negotiation. We must create. through.open dtsc:uasion, new institutions 
which fairly represen1 the interests and aspirations of both communities.· 

• I •
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Overall agreement will only be achteved If all the issues on the table are resolved to the 
satisfaction of the panicipants. A &uccessful outcome can only be based on the 
consent of both nationalists and unionists achieved through dialogue and negotiation. 

Decommissioning is one - but by no mean$ the only one • of the critical issues which 
need to be re•olved satisfactorily. Both the British and Irish Government& share the

view that: 

• •.. voluntary and mutual decommissioning can be achieved only in the context of
progress in comprehensive and Inclusive potitlcal negotiations.·

It is In this context that both Governments: 

., ..• acknowledge a particular resp0naibility to carry the prooess forward with 
energy and determination so as to build confidence without blocking the 
negotiations.· 

The Government· s policy on decommissioning is based fully on the Mitchell Repon. the 
key part of which says;

•The parties should consider an approach under which some decommissiOning
would take place during the process of all�party negotiations. rather than before or
after as the parties now urge."

The P,ime Minister set out the Government• & position clearly In his House of Commons 
statement on 25 June.

The joint proposals would mean that substantive political negotiations get under way at 
the same time as the International Commission and the Liaison sub-Committee on 
Decommissioning start their work. 

The joint propoSiils would also provide a regular review mechanism to consider 
developments across the negotiations as a whole and to consider whether the necessary 
confidence and momentum towards agreement ia being sustained. The purpose of the 
review is not af course to lead to a blockage of the negotiations. but an the contrary to 
allow each participant to raise concerns about progress an any issue in any part of the
negotiations. So tar as decommissioning is concerned, provided that all participants are 
acting on the basis of the implemerrtatlon of all aspects of the Mitchell Reoort. in good 
faith. progress should be possible. When difficulties end blockages arise in the 
negotiations. as they undoubtedly will on any one af a number of issues. the proposals 
would provide for the Independent Ch•irmen to offer their judgement from time to time 
on the need for progress on particular issues if confidence and momentum toward� 
agreement Is to be sustained, 

The GovernrHnt believes that this approach offers the ba&t prospect of building 
confidence without blacking the negotiation&, providing the commitments which all 
participants would need to make are entered Into and followed through in good faith. 
Good faith is essential. That is why, if a party demonstrably diahonours its commitment 
to the six Mitchell fundamental principles of democ.racy and non•vlolence, it is no longer 
entitled to participate. But this is the only ground for exclusion once a pa,ty has Joined 
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the negotiations. Although any party oan bring such an allegation, any appropriate 
action is for the two Governmen1s alone. 

We look for a benign mutual dynamic on all the issues in the negotiations, as the 
Mitchell Report envisages. so that as mutual progress is made on political issues. 
confidence-building issues and decommissioning. this can create growing mutual trust 
and confidence on all $Ides, Accordingly both Governments are committed to: 

• ..• work to bring about due progress on decommissioning alongside progres$ in the
substantive poHtical negotiations.•

The Government cannot answer for any party's ·good faith other than Its own. But with 
good faith, the Oovemment believes its target of 1he end of May can be met and for its 
own pan it wlU. in co-operation with the Irish Government and the other participants. 
make every effort to ensure this ls achieved. 

It cannot give a guarantee of a successful outcome because that will require agreement 
and consent among both unioni$tS and nationalists. as well as bOth Governments. 
There are many difficult issues. any of which if not addressed in good faith and resolved 
satisfactorily, could hold back overall agreement. But both Governments will be working 
to overcome obstacles to agreement and, if these negodiltiana do not succeed despite 
their best efforts, they will together c-ontinue to pursue rapid progress to an overall 
agreed settlement acceptable to both unionists and nationalists. 

On confidence-building, as you acknowledge, the Government has set out the principles 
of its approach on all the issues you raise. Implementation of specifi� mea$ures 
inevitably takes time - for example. leglslation to implement the North Report•s 
recommendations on parades could not be introduced in time for this summer. but will 
be in place before next summer. It would be unrealistic to expecrt an immediate and 
detailed programme of measures on what is a very wide-ranging agenda. If Sinn Fein, 
following an unequivocal ceasefire, joins the negotiations. then It will also hDVe the
opportunity to raise and explore these important Issue• with others in that context. 

Progress on some. including those suggested in Chapter VII of the MitcheU Report. some 
of which are for the IRA to take, can only follow• restoration of the IRA ceasefire. But 
the joint proposals Include the establishment af a sub-Committee on Confidence-Building 
Measure&, ., .•• charged with assisting the implementation of an aspects of the Report of 
the lntematlcnal Body relating to the funher confidence-building measures mentioned in 
that report which participants may raise ... • 

On prisoners. the Aide Memoire recognised the particular sensitivity of prisoner Issues 
on aU sides. As a matter of general principle. the Govemmeni is committed to ensuring 
that priAoners are treated with dignity and re&poot for their rights and subject to no more 
security restrictions than the risk to the public requires. This principle will naturally be 
applied in con■idering the security classification and conditions of prisoners in the 
Special Secure Un.its, In the review which would be conducted consequent on any 
significant diminution of the security threat and the threat of escape attempts. 

As successive Home Secretaries have made clear. the Government is also committed to 
the principle that prisoners should serva their sentences close to their f amity, wherever 
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practicable. In acc:ordanc;o with this prinelple. requeats tor transfer to Northam Ireland 
or repatriation to the Irish Republic are regularly considered. 

Since April 1996. under both Governments, there have been 9 permanent transfers to 
Northern Ireland of prisoners convicted of terrorist offences. This is in addition to 
temporary traMfers, and 6 repatriations to the Irish Republic- of pri$oners convicted ot 
terrorist offences since the scheme began in November 1995. In the normal course of 
events. the Home Office expects to announce decisions in three further repatriation 
vasea in the coming weeks, once some prior uoheogee with the new Irish Government 
are completed satisfactorily. A further three cases are likely to be referred to the Irish 
Government for their consideration this week. 

The position of long•term prisoners, who have served over 20 years. and who have 
applied for repatriations, is recognised as of pertiGuler c;oncern. In accordance with the 
practice of successive Governments. the Home Secretary will shortly set tariffs tcu four 
such prisoners. This should enable early progress to be made on processing their 
applications to be transferred to the Irish jurisdiction, subject to the provisions of the 
Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons.

The British Government's position on equality issues and on the Irish culture and identity 
is set out in paragraphs 19 and 20 of the Joint Framework Document, We have made 
clear that we will facilitate education through the medium of Irish. where there is the 
demand for it in accordan.:.e with objective criteria. 

As to the other issues you raise I can confirm that. as env;saged in the Aide Memoire, 
Ministers wiU meet Sinn Fein in the period immediately following a ceasefire and wilt

also encourage the Independent Chairmen to hold early meetings with Sinn Fein in this 
perJod. As to meetings with the Prime Minister, once Sinn Fein hes joined the 
negotiations and made Its �ommitment to the Mitchell principles. these would be dealt 
with on�• same basis as for other Pilrticipants. The calendar within the negotiations is 
yet to be 'agreed. but the rules of procedure set out the structure. sequence and conduct 
of the negotiations. The agenda i& due to be adopted before the end of July and the 
agreed rules of procedure (paragraphs 17-19J ensure that the concerns of all participams 
can be raised. 

The Govemment has established it& good faith In setting out a clear approach and in
removing any genuine uncertainties which remain. What now needs to be cleared up 
without further delay is whether the IRA win declare a genuine and unequivocal 
ceasefire, which alone can permit Sinn F�n to join the potitlcal negotiations when they 
get under way in September. 

QUEN'l'IN THOMAS 
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